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ABSTRACT

The development of spoken dialog systems (SDS) grammars relies
on the availability of an in-domain corpus requiring significant man-
ual effort. In this work, we investigate algorithms for the semi-
automatic authoring of SDS grammars in a framework that spans
from corpora creation to grammar induction. Building on previous
experience, we start from a small seed corpus and proceed to har-
vest relevant corpora from the web. In order to locate relevant texts
we compare various approaches for web query generation using seed
corpora or grammar rules. Queries are automatically generated and
ranked based on criteria such as query length, pragmatic constraints
and perplexity. The most informative parts of downloaded texts are
identified utilizing filtering via perplexity ranking. The filtered cor-
pora are then used for automatic grammar induction of non-terminal
rules. Two different induction algorithms are employed, based on se-
mantic similarity and slot filling models utilizing conditional random
fields. We report experiments for the English air travel domain and
show that the automatically mined and filtered web corpora achieve
up to 50% relative improvement in precision for automatically in-
duced grammar rules, compared to using a small seed corpus. The
induction algorithms are also applied in a realistic scenario that bal-
ances automation and human intervention.
Index Terms: Spoken dialog systems, text mining, grammar induc-
tion, spoken language understanding, language modeling

1. INTRODUCTION

Spoken dialog systems (SDS) have progressed enough in the past
decades and have moved from research status prototypes to real-life
commercial applications, with popular examples includingSiri and
Google Now. One of the challenges associated with their widede-
ployment is the ability to address successfully new user input pat-
terns. This is traditionally viewed as an adaptation problem, be it
domain adaptation that implies fine-tuning an existing system to a
new domain or language porting where the task is to port the sys-
tem to a new language. In a typical speech understanding grammar
development cycle, the developer starts from user requirements (of-
ten expressed as request types or a small corpus) and incrementally
enhances it (often after the system deployment by examiningthe di-
alogue logs).

A typical SDS grammar is composed ofterminal concept rules
(e.g.,<City>→“New York”), which contain lexical only items and
express the leaf concepts of the domain ontology, andnon-terminal
grammar rules (e.g.,<Dept.City>→ “fly from” <City>) that are
built using terminal rules and lexical items. In this paper,we in-
vestigate the task of enriching the spoken language understanding

component of a SDS, via the automatic induction of non-terminal
rules from a web harvested corpus. Typically a SDS grammar isini-
tially created manually by a language engineer; this process can be
enhanced by the availability of a corpus or other linguisticresources.
Alternatively grammars can be induced in a (semi-)automatic fash-
ion, as described in [1, 2]. Automatic methods require the availabil-
ity of a corpus describing the target application. Ideally this can be a
transcribed call-log of a deployed system, but the availability of such
resources is domain and language dependent.

A number of solutions to this problem exist, including wizard-
of-oz experiments, crowdsourcing and web harvesting. In this paper,
we focus on a grammar enhancement scenario, employing web har-
vesting to collect in-domain corpora and evaluate their impact on
enhancing the non-terminal rules of a finite state grammar. While
there has been considerable work on both web harvesting and data
driven methods for grammar enhancement, the main contribution of
this work is that unlike prior efforts the structure of the grammar is
exploited to provide a richer corpus. Specifically we show that by
using the information present in terminal rules it is possible to better
capture the semantic and syntactic information of non-terminal rules.
Another key aspect of this work is application of the induction algo-
rithms in a realistic scenario where the developer is part ofthe in-
duction process (human-in-the-loop). After the grammar developer
has initiated the induction process by providing the seed grammar,
the system induces new rules that are post-edited by the developer.
The result of post-editing is merged with the seed grammar, i.e., the
initial grammar is enhanced and it can serve as an updated system
input. This process can be repeated until a stopping criterion is met.

2. RELATED WORK

Speech understanding grammars can be divided into statistical and
rule based. This work focusing on the latter ones. The development
of a grammar can be either a manual or semi-automatic procedure,
with the first approach leading to high precision/low recallgrammars
and vice versa. Typical semi-automatic algorithms can be found in
[1, 2]. The majority of these approaches rely on the distributional
hypothesis of meaning [3]. Such methods typically require large
amounts of in-domain data [4] that are not available in the initial
developing phase of the system.

The web has been exploited for various SDS-related tasks. In
one of the first web harvesting efforts for SDS [5], the outputof
automatic speech recognition (ASR) was used as queries sentto
a web search engine in order to retrieve topic-specific documents.
In [6], web page counts returned by a search engine were used to
estimate the probabilities of n-gram language models (LM).Simi-



Fig. 1. Web harvesting workflow

larly, in [7] topic-specific language models were created using web-
harvested documents. These LMs were shown to achieve a reduced
word-error-rate for ASR.

Query construction for data harvesting is discussed in detail in
[8], where in-domain data is utilized to identify relevant n-grams. In
[9] varying length and complexity queries were extracted from in-
domain data. In [10] queries were constructed exploiting keywords
from a knowledge base. An alternative approach is describedin [11],
where the importance of a query is predicted and accordinglyex-
ploited to download more relevant documents, but the objective there
is to improve on a baseline LM without increasing its size. Here we
follow a similar approach, but for a grammar induction application.
A different approach to query generation is described in [12], where
logistic regression is used to predict the yield of a query. In that work
the query must be used for a few iterations, while here we estimate
its importance a priori, i.e. without exploiting the downloaded data.

Data selection and filtering of fetched data is typically done us-
ing a similarity metric, for example BLEU [13] in [9], and relative
entropy (Kullback-Leibler) in [8]. We have previously demonstrated
how perplexity can be used to filter web corpora [14] and compared
with using a crowdsourcing approach [15]. Here we extend this
work by examining query selection criteria, exploiting theterminal
rules of the grammar to perform filtering, focusing instead on non-
terminal rule induction. We show that different filtering criteria are
needed for harvesting and filtering corpora that perform optimally
for non-terminal grammar rule induction (compared to our previous
work on terminal rule induction).

3. WEB HARVESTING

Web harvesting consists of the following steps: formulating the
queries that are used to fetch an initial collection of corpora from the
web, document preprocessing and filtering the downloaded corpora
to only keep the most relevant parts, as shown in Figure 1. Query
formulation and filtering are detailed here while the preprocessing
steps are briefly described in Section 7. The selected documents are
then used for grammar induction.

3.1. Query formulation

Queries are composed of two parts; a short phrase combined with the
“AND” operator with a set ofQuery Pragmatic Constraints(QPC),
for example“fly from Boston” AND (Flight OR Airport OR Travel).

The first part is a typical user utterance, while the second part aims
at narrowing down the query results, excluding webpages that are
lexically similar to the query but are out of domain. While the prag-
matic constraints can be hand picked by a grammar developer,it is
not practical to create all queries manually. In this work weexplore
two methods for query extraction, from 1) a seed grammar, or 2) a
seed corpus.

The grammar extraction scenario has been described in detail in
[14]; starting from a grammar rule the lexical items are keptwhile
the non lexical are discarded. For example, for the rule<Dept.City>
→ (depart| leave) from<City> the queries extracted will beleave
fromanddepart from.

When starting from a corpus, the queries are formed by extract-
ing all n-grams (typically up to 5-grams) from the text and using
each one as a query. For example from the sentence“I leave from
Toronto” a non exhaustive list of queries would be:I, leave, I leave,
I leave from Toronto.

3.2. Query selection

The query formation process described above gives equal impor-
tance to all queries for data harvesting. However, considering the
aforementioned queries“I” and “I leave from” it is natural to as-
sume that the second one will fetch more relevant documents than
the first one. For small scale experiments it is possible to use an
expert to select the most informative queries (i.e. the onesthat are
expected to fetch better corpora). This approach, however,relies on
expert knowledge (domain, language), is expensive (time, money)
and the results are not reusable for new domains and languages.

In this work we will investigate a selection algorithm that is
1) domain/language independent and 2) scalable. A naive selec-
tion could just rely on the length of the queries. Alternatively, we
propose first training a LM on an out-of-domain corpus and rank-
ing the queries in ascending order of perplexity with respect to the
LM. Only the top (high perplexity) queries will be used to down-
load documents. The motivation is that queries that correspond to
domain-specific terms/phrases will have higher perplexitythan the
ones that are common in the out of domain corpus and return more
relevant documents.

4. CORPUS FILTERING

The web corpora downloaded include not only useful information
but a lot of noise too. In order to keep only the relevant partsthe
downloaded corpus needs to be filtered. In this work this is done
in a two step procedure. First a language model is trained on an in
domain corpus and the downloaded sentences are ranked in ascend-
ing order according to their perplexity with respect to the language
model. The second step consists of choosing a set of terms,Filtering
Pragmatic Constraints(FPC), and only keeping downloaded sen-
tences that include at least one of the terms. FPCs can be either de-
fined manually, or in an unsupervised fashion, extracting them from
the downloaded corpora. FPCs identify highly salient wordsdomain
words using a likelihood ratio TF-IDF criterion. For a detailed dis-
cussion see [14].

In this work we assume that terminal concepts are already in-
duced and corrected by the grammar developer. For this purpose the
approach proposed in [14] can be used. Using the terminal rules the
corpus can be parsed and all words are replaced by the correspond-
ing terminal rule label. Perplexity is then computed on the parsed
corpus. This way filtering is performed on a higher representational
level and it is easier to identify semantically relevant patterns. This



approach is similar to class based language modeling [16]. Note that
there is no information lost by replacing words by terminals, since it
is already present in the grammar.

5. GRAMMAR INDUCTION

In order to investigate the performance of the data harvesting al-
gorithms we use two grammar induction modules. First the cor-
pus is preprocessed by replacing words that correspond to terminal
rules with the corresponding label. For example, the sentence “A
flight from Boston”is replaced by“A flight from <City>” Then, for
each non-terminal grammar ruler, a set of seed fragmentsFr are
provided to the induction module, as well as a request forN new
fragments. The induced fragments are compared to the groundtruth
and rule induction precision performance is reported. Thisscenario
simulates a realistic human-in-the-loop process, where a developer
provides a few hand crafted rule fragments and uses the system to
iteratively enhance the grammar in a semi-supervised fashion.

5.1. Semantic similarity based induction

The semantic similarity induction algorithm (SemSim) usesa set of
textual features including phrase based textual similarity. The al-
gorithm is composed of three steps, candidate fragments extraction,
fragment selection and ranking. The first step of the algorithm is to
create a list of candidate rule fragments by extracting all n-grams of
order between two and five from the corpus. Afterwards the candi-
dates’ list is pruned using a hand-crafted decision tree which com-
pares each candidate fragment to the seed fragments list. Anexam-
ple decision rule is the presence or not of seed terminal concepts in
the candidate fragment. Finally the remaining fragments are ranked
with respect to their average similarity to the seed fragments, which
is computed using the Longest Common Substring similarity metric
[17] and theN most similar fragments are returned. The algorithm
is presented in detail in [18] where also a statistical version of the
candidate selection step is proposed.

5.2. Conditional Random Fields based induction

A popular approach for building SDS statistical grammars isto view
the problem as a slot sequence filling application (e.g., [19, 20]),
where a sequence of words is mapped to a sequence of labels. Slot
sequences can be modeled using Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
[21]. Given a sequence of wordsX = x1, . . . , xN , Xi ∈ V ,
where V is the vocabulary and the corresponding tag sequence
Y = y1, . . . , YN , yi ∈ C, whereC is the set of labels, the an-
notation of an utterance according to the grammar is given by:
Ŷ = argmaxY P (Y |X). The conditional probability is computed
as:

P (Y |X) =
1

Z(X)
exp

∑

k

λkfk(yt−1, yt, xt), (1)

whereZ(X) is the normalization term andfk the set of binary fea-
tures used with the associated weightsλk. We have used six features,
modeling the bi-gram tag sequence (fk(yt−1, yt)) and the tag-word
pairs in a size2 window (fk(yt, xi), t − 2 ≤ i ≤ t + 2). The in-
put vocabulary is composed of words and terminal rules whilefor
the output the IOB annotation scheme is used, where each token is
tagged as O, B or I for outside rule, beginning of rule or inside rule,
respectively.

The induction of non-terminal rules is a three-step process. First
a CRF classifier is trained on the corpus sentences that contain seed

Sentence: A flight from <CITY>

CRF output: O O B-<Dept.City> I-<Dept.City>
Induced rule: <Dept.City> = from<City>

Table 2. CRF based grammar rule induction.

grammar fragments. Afterwards, the classifier is applied onthe cor-
pus and the candidate fragments are extracted. Finally, theextracted
fragments are ranked in order of their frequency of appearance and
the topN are returned. An example of a corpus sentence, classifier
output and extracted candidate fragment is presented Table2.

6. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental steps are described in the paragraphs thatfollow.
Resources: For the experiments we have used a hand crafted

grammar for the English air travel domain (ATIS). The grammar is
composed of 83 terminals with 3299 instances and 5 grammar rules
with 526 instances. An in domain corpus is available, composed of
1560 utterances. In addition, a manually web harvested corpus [22]
is evaluated that was created using handcrafted queries andfilter-
ing gazetteers, composed of 12,500 utterances. Perplexitywas com-
puted using the SRILM toolkit [23], while CRF were implmemented
using the CRF++ toolkit [24].

Preprocessing: For all the experiments described below, each
query was passed to the Yahoo! web search engine and the top 50
documents were downloaded. Raw text was extracted from each
document using Javaparser [25], sentence boundaries detected us-
ing the Lingua::Sentence Perl module [26] and sentences of length
between 5 and 50 words only were kept.

Query formation: Extracting all n-grams up to order 5 from
the air travel corpus resulted in 24,714 queries.This results in a cor-
pus of 336M sentences, taking 26 Gb of space. When using the
termsFlight, Airport, Travelas QPCs the resulting corpus consisted
of 95M sentences, at 7.5 Gb. For the QPC corpus the following
query selection schemes were additionally evaluated: 1) Using only
4-gram queries (empirically defined as the best performing ones) re-
sulting in 7322 queries (labeled N=4), 2) Queries extractedfrom
rules present in the seed corpus resulting in 358 queries (labeled
GRM), and 3) Perplexity selection wrt. out of domain corpus,keep-
ing the top≈ 10%, resulting in 2500 queries (labeled PLQ).

Filtering: For perplexity filtering a 4-gram LM was trained on
the air travel corpus. The terminal instances in the air travel cor-
pus were replaced by the corresponding terminal rule and a 4-gram
LM was trained, which was then used for perplexity ranking onthe
similarly processed downloaded corpora. The FPCs were computed
using the air travel corpus as in-domain corpus and an out-of-domain
news corpus. Regardless of the filtering method used, all webhar-
vested corpora contain 25K utterances, to facilitate comparison.

Grammar induction parameters: The grammar induction
algorithm was bootstrapped using three seed fragments per non-
terminal rule and the number of fragments requestedN was set to
twelve. The results reported in Section 7 are averaged over 20 runs
of the grammar induction algorithm with random seed selection.

Grammar coverage evaluation: The downloaded corpora were
first parsed using the gold standard grammar and then the statistics
of the unique instances of rules used are gathered. This way we are
able to observe the coverage of the grammar achieved by the corpus
by measuring the number of terminal and non-terminal rule instances
used. In addition, we can measure the in-domain concept density of
the corpus, by counting the number of rule instances per word. The
results are presented in Table 1.



Corpus creation Grammar coverage evaluation Grammar induction evaluation
Query Corpus Fragments per #terminal Non-terminal SemSim CRF precision

generation filtering word instances instances precision (%) (%)
Air travel 0.44 297 89 24.7 14.2

Web-harvested 0.18 787 193 33.5 25.5
ALL ✕ (random) 0.08 1239 163 17.2 14.4
ALL ppl 0.40 755 121 29.9 15.5

ALL+QPC ppl 0.40 754 129 29.9 20.7
ALL+QPC ppl+FPC 0.41 736 109 29.8 19.7
N=4+QPC ppl+FPC 0.38 772 117 32.4 18.7
GRM+QPC ppl+FPC 0.15 1172 217 25.9 19.3
PLQ+QPC ppl+FPC 0.23 1055 268 30.3 22.4
PLQ+QPC ppl-term+FPC 0.30 1120 255 34.6 23.9

Table 1. Grammar coverage and induction evaluation of corpora.

Randomly selecting sentences from the harvested corpora leads
to good coverage, but very low ratio of grammar rules per word.
Employing perplexity filtering improves the in-domainess of the har-
vested corpus, comparable to the seed one, while increasingthe
coverage of the grammar. Employing QPCs and FPCs does not
have a noticeable effect in the results, even though they result in a
much smaller pool of sentences from which the web-harvestedcor-
pus is sampled. Using all queries (ALL), or the fourgram onesonly
(N=4) result in corpora with high in-domainess while grammar ex-
tracted queries (GRM) and perplexity filtered (PLQ) give corpora
with low ration of fragments per word but higher coverage. Em-
ploying terminal-based perplexity filtering leads to a morebalanced
corpus with high coverage and better than average in-domainess.

7. RESULTS

The grammar induction performance is presented in Table 1 interms
of precision for all corpora. Employing perplexity filtering gives bet-
ter precision (SemSim) compared to the seed corpus. QPCs improve
CRF precision too, but not SemSim performance, while FPCs have
no effect on grammar induction. No query extraction scheme seems
to be better than the rest, but they all perform better than the seed
corpus. The best results are achieved with perplexity filtering on the
terminal parsed corpus (last line in Table 1) that achieves10% pre-
cision higher than the air travel corpus in both induction scenarios,
comparable to the manually harvested web corpus. An exampleof
SemSim induced fragments on the air travel and the best automati-
cally web harvested corpus is presented in Table 3.

Rank Air travel PLQ+QPC+ppl-term+FPC
1 from<city> departs from<city>
2 leaving<city> depart<city>
3 leave<city> getting from<airport>
4 from <state> leaving from<city>
5 leave<timename> departs<city>
6 leave<day> replace<airport> international airport

Table 3. Top 6 induced fragments for the Dept.City rule using Sem-
Sim on air travel and best automatically web harvested corpus.

In addition, we adopt a realistic scenario where the grammar
induction is evaluated according to the human-in-the-loopiterative
paradigm. For evaluation purposes, the induction process was (in-
dependently) followed by ten grammar developers for the airtravel
domain in English. Two seed rules were provided by each developer
(not necessarily the same) at the beginning of the process, while the

number of requests per iteration was not fixed. The evaluation re-

Avg. # of Avg. # of Avg. Avg. duration
iterations induced rules precision (%) (min)

12.5 49.0 55.0 8.3

Table 4. Human-in-the-loop induction: evaluation results.

sults are shown in Table 4 after averaging the precision scores across
the ten developers. The utilization of the induction algorithms was
(empirically) found to reduce the overall effort (in terms of time) by
more than 50% when compared to the entirely manual process.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated various techniques for web data harvesting
for the task of non-terminal grammar rule induction. It was shown
that perplexity filtering using a corpus parsed with terminal concepts
achieves the best results consistently improving on baseline perfor-
mance for all evaluation metrics. It is interesting to note that differ-
ent corpus filtering criteria work best for terminal vs non-terminal
grammar induction, e.g., while pragmatic constraints (FPCs) work
well for terminal grammar rule induction (as shown in [14]) they of-
fer no benefit for high-level rule induction. Motivated by the finding
that different algorithms are appropriate for the induction of terminal
vs non-terminal rules [18], we extended previous approaches (devel-
oped mainly for terminal rules, e.g., [1, 2]) using semanticfeatures
and CRF-based models for the induction of non-terminal rules.

Overall, the induction algorithms can be utilized by grammar
authors in realistic scenarios. This enables a semi-automatic induc-
tion process, which it was shown to yield good results and improve
the authoring time outperforming related approaches, e.g., [1].

Future experiments will validate these findings on different sce-
narios across domains and languages. Employing an improved
grammar induction module is also important to be able to moreac-
curately gauge the impact of the different selection methods on the
resulting grammar.
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